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‘Technology is nothing. What’s important is that you have faith in 
people, that they’re basically good and smart – and if you give them 
tools, they’ll do wonderful things with them,’ said Steve Jobs. He 
was right. 

Nobody knows what the future holds in store. Nevertheless, we 
can imagine a host of possible scenarios – not just because it is a 
fun and interesting exercise, but also because it proves to be very 
meaningful. Scenario thinking helps us anticipate signals and 
recognize the way in which the future might be heading.

Future as fait accompli
Bear in mind that scenario thinking should not be confused with 
scenario planning. In the latter, you create your own future; in 
scenario thinking, the new future is presented as a fait accompli. 
Thus, scenario thinking requires more brain flexibility. We 
experienced this first-hand during our workshop day, ‘Scenario 
thinking’, led by two futurologists. Once persistent prejudices, 
entrenched opinions and limiting thoughts were dealt with, the 
most inventive ideas and lively discussions emerged. It is difficult 
to express in a report like this what great ideas and findings 
have emerged from these sessions. Some things you just have to 
experience for yourself. We are happy to help you with that!

The Technology Trend Report of 2021 was, in fact, a break from the trend.  
We switched from listing the new technologies to delving into their impact 
on major social themes. It turned out to be spot on, appealing much more to 
our readers. This year we are taking it even further: straight into the future.

Introduction

Navigate smoothly towards the future
It is obvious that technology and the future are inextricably linked. 
By continuously thinking about new technologies and keeping 
our knowledge levels up to date, Rabobank is able to navigate 
the future more smoothly. That said, there is tension, too. To the 
outside world, it may appear that Rabo Tech Lab is predominantly 
concerned with new technologies that cannot be used immediately. 
The logical question, therefore, is: wouldn’t it be better to focus 
on challenges that already affect us today? Challenges that could 
be tackled better with the right technology? A valid question 
that’s not always easy to answer. While it might seem that new 
technologies fall from the sky to solve our problems immediately, 
this is not the case. Often, many years pass between the moment a 
new technology presents itself and the moment it can actually be 
implemented. A transition period of 10 years is the rule rather than 
the exception. During those years, it is the pioneers, start-ups and 
future users who refine the technology and turn it into practically 
applicable solutions. That is our playing field.

Data collaboration most important key
Eight years ago we took our first steps into the world of blockchain 
and bitcoin. We have been following quantum technologies for 
some time with above-average interest. To date, there have not 
been any major successful applications of these technologies. Faster 

trajectories are out there, too: practical applications with Multi-
Party Computation (MPC) appear to be in sight within the next two 
years. In the past, complex, legal constructions were required to be 
able to share data. MPC makes data collaboration significantly more 
accessible and easier. This is a crucial development, because data 
collaboration could be key to solving the biggest problems of our 
time. Who knows, perhaps the Metaverse might be the place where 
we engage with such collaboration?

How do you see the future?
The future is not something that merely happens to you; you can 
invent and conceive it yourself. But we can only do that together 
– with the people of Rabobank: those who share ideas and work 
together to shape the future. We hope to be able to take a closer look 
at that future together regularly. Once we know what our preferred 
future looks like, we can adapt technology to it – not the other way 
around. So approach us and tell us how you foresee the future!

Wishing you lots of fun and inspiration reading this report!

Roel Steenbergen
Technology Innovation Manager
CITO | Strategy Design & Innovation | Tech Lab



“Once we know what our preferred 
future looks like, we can adapt technology 

to it – not the other way around.”
Roel Steenbergen



Introduction to scenario thinking 

A better world starts with knowing 
more about the future



One of the few things that does change rapidly is the amount of 
information – and knowledge – available to us. Today, we know 
so much more than we did a hundred years ago. This enormous 
increase in knowledge is reflected in the exponential development 
of technology, which has led to an astonishing improvement in our 
standard of living in the past few decades.

For Rabobank, futurologist Jan Nekkers and I worked out three 
‘transformative’ scenarios. They’re not doomsday scenarios 
or dream scenarios; nor are they business-as-usual scenarios. 
They incorporate three megatrends that can spark potential 
transformations. These three trends – set to dominate and 
shape our lives in the coming years – are: climate change and 
its associated tensions; the struggle for a more equal, just and 
democratic society; and the use of artificial intelligence. The 
megatrends define what it means to be human, how we relate to 
each other and maybe even whether we, as humanity, will survive 
this century.

We often see the future as a more or less linear continuation of 
the present. This is what futurologists refer to as the standard, 

Nobody knows how the future will unfold. But we can predict a lot more than we 
might think. While a great deal changes constantly, much also stays the same. 
The laws of nature remain steadfast, as does humankind and its quirky traits. 
Legislation, institutions and culture evolve over time, albeit slowly. 

common, surprise-free, expected or official future. But there are 
other futures that are also possible. How about the desirable 
future, for instance? Almost all of us envisage an eventuality 
different to that which unfolds in the official future. In tandem with 
the common and desirable future, there is also the unexpected 
future. After all, unpredictable events arise constantly, diverting 
the expected future from its course. The COVID crisis, nitrogen 
pollution or even breaking your leg are a few examples. Such 
unexpected occurrences – with enormous consequences – are what 
futurologists refer to as wildcards. 

In order to be better prepared, contemplating these unexpected 
futures is also key. If you combine the aforementioned constants 
with these three megatrends, you get a complex structure – 
encompassing both rapid changes and the unchanging systems 
– which underpins the three different scenarios we conceptualized. 
In Scenario 1 – ‘To Divide Is To Multiply’ – humankind cooperates 
effectively to tackle climate problems and uses technical 
development to create a just society. In Scenario 2 – ‘It’s All About 
Me’ – capitalism triumphs. Scenario 3 – ‘A World on Fire’ – unveils a 
life that is dominated by greed and conflict.  

Those who devise scenarios don’t necessarily predict the future. 
They examine future problems and conceive future solutions. 
Essentially, scenario planning strives to prepare us for problems that 
might not yet exist by providing solutions that might not yet exist 
either. Scenarios are simply a means to think about an uncertain 
future in a meaningful and structured way. 

’ A better world starts with knowing 
more about the future’ 

Today Time

Wild Card

Scenario

Probable
Plausible Possible

Preferable

Peter van der Wel
Futurologist



Scenario thinking workshop



Futurologists Jan Nekkers and Peter van der Wel – the masterminds 
behind the three scenarios – guided the workshop. It’s important to 
note that a scenario is not a prediction of the future: it is merely an 
outline of how the future could potentially unfold. For this thinking 
exercise, however, the participants assumed the scenarios were true 
and that this is how the future would evolve. If they were to become 
reality, what would that mean for Rabobank?  

The morning session focused entirely on the first scenario: To Divide 
is To Multiply. Peter van der Wel introduced a scenario in which the 
world population has an abundance of everything, yet faces its biggest 
challenge: how to live a meaningful life. Jan and Peter make use of 
the ‘Implication Tree’ approach: an instrument that facilitates future-
oriented thinking. Divided into four groups, the participants examined 
the possible implications of this scenario, focusing on subdomains 
such as housing, energy, food and inclusiveness.

This was followed by group discussions, after which each group 
presented their most significant findings. In the subsequent session, 
every group picked a particular challenge and looked at possible 
solutions. Which future technologies could potentially contribute 
to solving a problem, what role could Rabobank play in the 
circumstances, and how could we add value? Which choices needed 
to be made in order to bring about change? Solutions were offered 
in ‘mini scenarios’. In a mini scenario, the group focused on a certain 
aspect or sub theme that was part of the three main scenarios. The 

On the 25th floor of their Utrecht head office, on a sunny February 
day, Rabo Tech Lab hosted a ‘Scenario Planning’ workshop. 
Putting their daily demands on hold, 25 colleagues from various 
departments across the bank were invited to step outside of their 
comfort zone for the day. The task: to exercise their thinking skills on 
the subject of future challenges. 

afternoon session took on a similar agenda, this time addressing the 
rather more bleak, hyper-capitalist second scenario: It’s All About Me. 
At first, participants struggled to fully grasp the scenarios. If we were 
all to live in abundance and only had to work two days a week, how 
would we ensure our lives were still meaningful? Life in such a positive 
scenario seems almost unimaginable. Abundance automatically leads 
to freedom – or does it? Within a one-dimensional scenario like this, 
contradictions arise. The Implication Tree helped the groups to unpack 
fundamental conversations about human needs.

Scenario thinking workshop

‘ While we can’t predict the future, 
we can certainly speak about it in 
a meaningful way.’ 

Jan Nekkers 
Futuroloog en oprichter Futureconsult

‘ Tech accomplishes 
more than we think 
and progresses 
faster than we 
deem possible. 
By tomorrow, it’s 
considered slow.’  

 
Mathieu Willems 
Head Strategy, Design & 
Innovation

‘  At the end of today we 
don’t want answers, but 
questions. Questions we 
can already start working 
on to best shape our 
preferred future.’  

 
Roel Steenbergen 
Technology Innovation Manager



“ A seed has definitely 
been planted. I’ll be 
taking what I learned 
here as inspiration for 
my own domain.”

“ The day offered an 
unprecedented window 
of opportunities, 
allowing us to look at 
reality in new ways. As 
a result, we might now 
see things we haven’t 
seen before.” 

“ When asked about 
plans for the future, 
people tend to defend 
their current position. 
In reality, it’s far more 
interesting to look at 
the potential future 
stances you can take. 
This ever-changing 
world requires an agile 
mindset.” 

“ It’s interesting to see 
how quickly a group 
can become energized 
and produce new ideas. 
In less than half an 
hour we were able to 
achieve more than we 
would normally do in a 
one-hour meeting!”

“ This day has made an 
impact, and has truly 
inspired us.” 

“ We were challenged 
to think ‘big’, without 
the constraints of 
day-to-day issues. 
New concepts arose 
constantly, like seeds 
being planted.”

The workshop day scenario thinking 

Reflections on the workshop  



Scenario 1: 

To divide is to multiply



Humanity is freed from the burden of labor. By 2040, robots and 
artificial intelligence will have largely taken over the work. The new 
challenge is: how do humans live life meaningfully?

To divide is to 
multiply

Two large disasters – 2024’s COVID crisis and extreme drought in 
the northern hemisphere in the same year – have finally shown 
us that we cannot continue to live the way we do, and action is 
necessary. Finally, the world unites in a global stance on these 
issues: only drastic measures will address them. 

From copyright to copyleft
One of the most significant decisions taken at this time is the 
abolition of intellectual property rights. As a result, knowledge 
becomes available to everyone, flowing across the world 
unimpeded. Knowledge gaps are closed; science takes an upward 
trajectory. IQ no longer means anything, having been replaced by 
artificial intelligence (AI). By 2040, photonic lenses implanted in the 
eye provide unhindered access to the World Wide Web. Everyone 
is privy to their own personal ‘Intelligent Assistant’ and has an 
‘assisted IQ’ of 200. Medical science is also developing at lightning 
speed. AI-developed medicines and nanotechnology have 
drastically reduced the cost of medical care. With the advent of the 
rejuvenation pill, 100 has become the new 80, and it is the norm to 
see 120-year-old citizens in society.

The green city 
By 2040, a combination of solar, wind, geothermal and nuclear 
powers, battery technology and nuclear fusion will provide 
unlimited energy at negligible cost. Biotechnology, biomimicry, 
artificial intelligence and nanotech converge and augment 

I got your message that your AUW has led to infections! That sucks. 

For real? How’s that possible? I thought they 
measured your AIQ with atomic precision printing? 

Ah, stupid autocorrect. Not your AUW, but your assisted IQ, of course. 

You mean by a real human being? 

Ouch. 

Now what? What do you see? 

Hi, I really appreciate your asking. Apparently my implant has been 
inserted incorrectly. It’s not the AIQ implant that’s at fault, of course – 
it’s how it’s been inserted. I’ve had issues with it ever since, as it keeps 
getting infected. My first visit to the eye clinic dates back to when I 
was 17.  

I’m still using a first-generation AIQ. Those were inserted by doctors 
back then. Can you imagine…? :( 

Yes…

Indeed.

Nothing, really. Well, just the real world. 

 

Elisabeth 

Quiny 

That’s hectic. 

I hear you. Does that mean you don’t have access to the internet, Pay-
up, Assistance, Dolly or Track? 

It is. But I’m OK. I just miss my filters. Everything is so gray. 

Nope, none of them. I’ve been working fully analog for the past two 
days. I have a handheld to navigate and to pay, but it really feels like I’ve 
been thrown back into 2030, hehe. My mother keeps telling me that 
‘this is how we always used to do it’. Whatever. Thank the Metaverse I’m 
getting my eye lens replaced soon.  

Read more

‘ With the advent of 
the rejuvenation 
pill, 100 has become 
the new 80, and 
it is the norm to 
see 120-year-old 
citizens in society.’

Chat in 2040

Bioprint, I assume? V5i?



each other. Materials are printed at the atomic level with 
atomic precision printing. Human organs – as well as meat for 
consumption – are produced by means of bioprinting. As a result 
of bioprinting and precision fermentation practices, two-thirds of 
the agricultural land is newly available for rewilding, solar farms 
and windmills. Consequently, the cityscape has changed beyond 
recognition. Streets, roads and buildings are more sustainable. 
Scarce building materials such as steel and concrete have been 
replaced by light, super-strong printed sheets of unlimited carbon. 
Houses and buildings create their own energy through solar 
collectors in window glass and walls. Transport is fully robotized 
and, thanks to the absence of exhaust fumes and ubiquitous 
flowering plants and flowers, the city air is clean and fragrant. 
The cost of living has fallen dramatically. Energy is almost free, 
production costs by robots are low, raw materials are recycled and 
the economy is completely circular.

Universal basic income
Another significant aspect is the introduction of a universal basic 
income. It grants the entire world population security of life. For 
two days a week, everyone works in a meaningful job. For the 
remaining five days, people receive a basic income. Society finds 
itself in a huge transformation. Work is done for pleasure and in 
order to contribute to science, art, or space exploration. Boredom 
replaces poverty. Working to improve the world bestows status 
and newfound wealth. The abundance of free time ensures a 
thriving community life in which looking after each other is 
an important value. Thanks to the world’s great prosperity and 
low social inequality, government expenditure for public order 
and security has been greatly reduced. Government revenues 
are automatically levied through digital taxation. The Tobin Tax 
generates income from foreign exchange transactions and a 
wealth and inheritance tax skims off top incomes. The euro has 
been replaced by the digital GC (global coin), which, owing to 
inflation, is worth only one-tenth of the euro of 2022.

Scientists have discovered that by 2400, the protective magnetic 
atmosphere around Earth will have weakened to such an 
extent that life on Earth would become impossible. Because of 
this, emigrating to space is the guiding principle in all public 
administration. Meanwhile, in 2040, people are already living on 
Mars, and various other planets have been visited.

I completely understand.

Don’t be silly, surely it’s over 100? 

How do you type this then? 

That’s hilarious. Just like my grandmother. 

She’s fine! Turns 104 this Friday. We bought her a VR History Journey. 
She loves those. 

You have her confused with grandpa Steve. He’s 122. Even though he 
needed a new liver, heart valve and aorta to get there. Which he didn’t 
particularly like – he says bioprints are to eat, not to insert in one’s 
body. He kept saying ‘he didn’t want a steak in his stomach’, hehe. But 
he’s fine with it now.  

As far as I know he takes RejuvUnique, which is pretty much the same 
thing. By the way, my community expo to celebrate the 10-year anni-
versary of the universal base income launches next month. You feel 
like dropping by? I’ll send you a JoinMe. 

Are you nervous about it? Don’t be. Our neighbor received a completely 
new eye at 94. 

Yes, something like that. I’m going for a prescan at the clinic tomor-
row. Then they’ll laser and implement the AIQ an hour after that. 

I’m not worried about the procedure. I just hope the updates incorpo-
rate all my data. I don’t want to go on another day without my AIQ, but I 
also really don’t want to lose my track data. That would make me feel so 
stupid. 

My analog IQ is only 50, or even less. I don’t even know. 

I really have no idea. 

By hand. 

Granny Nelly? How is she doing? 

How cool. I thought she was older, though. 

Is he taking Youth Intercel? 

I’d love that! My working days are Tuesday afternoon and Saturday, so I’m 
available the rest of the week. Looking forward to it! 

Elisabeth 

Quiny 

‘ Thanks to the 
absence of 
exhaust fumes 
and ubiquitous 
flowering plants 
and flowers, the 
city air is clean and 
fragrant.’

Follow-up: 



Scenario 2: 

It’s all about me



Capitalism triumphs. A few large concerns control 
all means of production. Only the ‘one percent’ – 
the really happy few – own shares of these business 
conglomerates. 

It’s all about me

Much like the first, in this scenario, energy is abundant and 
freely available, too. Raw materials are continuously recycled. 
Environmental pollution belongs in the past. However, 
governments are unable to tackle global problems, and 
corporations take on their responsibilities. The conglomerates 
spawned by major international mergers view their profitability as 
being in jeopardy, and put their heads together. They decide the 
market is taking over.

In this acutely capitalist scenario, prosperity is only for the super 
rich. They buy personal services and extremely scarce goods that 
can’t simply be printed: football clubs, mass media, untouched 
nature, estates, private islands and real estate in the inner cities. The 
middle class is forced to rely on much cheaper substitutes, such as 
online medical care, online education, online entertainment, virtual 
reality travel, suburban tower blocks, vacations in indoor holiday 
parks and 3D-printed products and groceries.

Working in the Metaverse
Artificial intelligence in biology has made life programmable. 
New forms of life have emerged. Synthetic microbes are one of 
them. These ‘mini robots’ function in all sectors, from cleaning 
photovoltaic windows and walls of skyscrapers to working in food 
production. They are also used in the medical field to remove 
brain plaques, which affords the elderly mental alertness for much 
longer. All material items are produced by robots. Robots and AI are 
the ideal employees: they work day and night, and have no wage 
demands or need for a holiday.

Mail to klantenservice M-Clean

To: klantenservice@M-Clean.com

Subject: T.a.v. Mid-Consumers M-Clean afdeling defecten EEN ECHT PERSOON GRAAG

Mail to: Customer service M-Clean

To: customerservice @M-Clean.com

Attention of: Mid-Consumers M-Clean customer service department/A REAL PERSON PLEASE

27-11-2040

‘ In this acutely capitalist 
scenario, prosperity is only 
for the super rich. ’

Good morning,

My name is Shirley and I’m the manager of a physical, non-
simulated courtyard of 450 square meters. No VR, but real 
greenery. We’re part of a unit with 130 entities in the 
southern part of Groningen. A M32i-GZnoose maintains the 
plants in our area. The machine does an excellent job, with 
one exception.

Our Garden Znoose is great. The greenery is beautiful and 
the laser wood rot chipper is brilliant. I love how the 
biodiversity tracker can be switched on and off. At a certain 
point, the amount of video data on our watch was driving us up 
the wall.

The problem we encounter has to do with an object in our 
garden, the AI of which is misdiagnosed by our Garden Znoose. 
For some reason, it registers the object as being a code 
00154-O. In other words: it sees it as a leaky soccer ball 
that needs to be cleared away. 

However, this object is by no means a leaky soccer ball: it’s 
Freddy, our pet tortoise. Again, no VR, but a real tortoise. 
And this old-fashioned living tortoise enjoys her hibernation 
(Freddy is a ‘she’). You should shoggle it; it’s fascinating. 
Anyway, come autumn Fred looks for a nice, comfortable spot in 
the garden where she can hunker down for the next few months. 
Her body temperature drops, and she simply appears to be dead. 
But she isn’t – she’s just in a very, very deep sleep...
 

Message to customer service in 2040



Mail to klantenservice M-Clean

To: klantenservice@M-Clean.com

Subject: T.a.v. Mid-Consumers M-Clean afdeling defecten EEN ECHT PERSOON GRAAG

Mail to: Customer service M-Clean

To: customerservice @M-Clean.com

Attention of: Mid-Consumers M-Clean customer service department/A REAL PERSON PLEASE

27-11-2040

The introduction of limited social assistance benefits, combined 
with large-scale retraining and upskilling programs, have prevented 
social chaos due to job losses. Most employees become self-
employed. AI coaches guide this process and help overcome 
insecurities and anxiety, leading to an enormous growth of free, 
creative professions. A small part of the middle class remains 
in the personal employ of the rich one percent. The underclass, 
unfortunately, fails to spend their days in a purposeful way. They 
resort to cyber addiction (cyber heroin) and other, new drugs. 

Most freelancers work in the Metaverse, providing meta services 
as a financial addition to their social security allowance. They sell 
live music, VR artifacts and (sexual) VR experiences. Of course, 
there’s a world of (e-)sports and entertainment out there, too. Most 
consumers in the Metaverse are both consumers and producers 
(‘prosumers’). In other words, they don’t only create new worlds and 
virtual affairs, and new worlds; they purchase them, too. 

Law-on-a-chip 
This scenario requires a small, but powerful government. Legislation 
and regulations are captured in computer systems and AI, otherwise 
known as ‘law-on-a-chip’. Its implementation is fully automated. 
Even calculating potential consequences of new policies is done 
by advanced AI systems. Government revenue is generated 

entirely from the government’s share (49 percent by default) in the 
conglomerates’ share capital.

In this world, privacy is the domain of only the super rich. Crime has 
been eradicated and, because the virtual and the physical worlds 
are increasingly intertwined, cybercrime is no longer a problem. 
Fully automated cybercops keep a close eye on everything for the 
wealthy one percent. These cops can even hack widely used brain-
to-brain interfaces. The (social) media is entirely at the mercy of the 
middle classes. Posts or memes that could lead to dissatisfaction are 
automatically censored.

Criminals not in agreement with this government policy have 
tried to object by leveraging synthetic biotechnology weapons as 
blackmail, but that tool no longer works. When biological organisms 
escaped from laboratories in 2025, they killed nearly a billion 
people worldwide. By 2040, nanotech sensors in public spaces will 
prevent new outbreaks of synthetic and natural microorganisms.

...This is exactly what triggers our Garden Snooze. It 
continuously sends us alerts indicating that there’s a leaky 
soccer ball in the garden. One time we actually had to free 
Freddy from the machine, which had vacuumed her up along 
with some autumn leaves. Many residents worry that she won’t 
survive the GZnoose’s drastic cleaning program. This would be 
tragic, as Fred means a lot to the neighborhood.   

You might think I’m overreacting – I’m not. In today’s world 
we need physical, real experiences. We need sun, light and 
air, and not the simulated versions we’re dished up through VR 
glasses or via Imagine4Real travels. While these are definitely 
enriching experiences, they’re not the real thing. Children 
in our neighborhood spend 10 hours daily on VR classes, 
hardly ever getting any fresh air. Only when Freddy started 
roaming around in the garden did these kids begin to venture 
outside again. And it’s not just the children who benefit. Digi 
depression is one of today’s most pressing problems. Recently, 
a 22-year-old man died after 62(!) hours in cyberspace. How he 
managed to bypass his time tracker remains a mystery. Because 
his avatar appeared to be active, nobody realized the tragedy 
had taken place. In other words: we need to meet each other 
in person every now and then, water the plants and feed Freddy 
some cucumbers. 

Long story short: Freddy is no code 00154-O leaky soccer ball. 
The question that remains is: how can we make sure our GZnoose 
knows this? I sincerely hope you can solve our problem. 

Looking forward to hearing from you, 
Kind regards,
Shirley Brooks

‘ Most freelancers work in 
the Metaverse, providing 
meta services as a financial 
addition to their social 
security allowance. ’

Follow-up: Message to customer service in 2040



Scenario 3: 

A world on fire 



Environmental disasters, conflicts about scarce raw materials, 
diseases, climate change, global crime, (state) terrorism 
and migratory flows have led to increasing international 
tensions. However, instead of coordinating solid international 
cooperation, national governments persist in pursuing their 
own interests in this scenario.

A world on fire 

This has an impact on the national level, too. Tensions arise between 
the unemployed and the employed, between urban and rural areas, 
between liberals and fundamentalists, capital owners and workers, 
believers and unbelievers, and between populists and people who 
still rely on science. Fragmented political and religious movements 
emerge everywhere, and impede an adequate response to the 
rapidly changing world.

As in the first scenario, here production is controlled by robots and 
artificial intelligence. This leads to a global unemployment rate of 
over 50 percent. Many of the jobless move to the countryside to 
live an off-grid life. Smaller communities opt for a low-tech, self-
sufficient existence. The population in the cities is ‘kept busy’ with 
VR games, gossip and superficial news, drugs and social media.

A failing government
Owing to a lack of government revenues, education and healthcare 
become obsolete. Police, politicians and judges are all corrupt, 
and social capital evaporates. Social cohesion is disappearing; 
populists and nationalists seize power. Governments fail. People 
adopt specific social identities, and organize themselves according 
to different frameworks: Neo-Luddites gather in the countryside, 
criminal organizations take over the city, and family clans, religious 
sects and big corporations assemble their own militia. The world 
is divided into states and mini states, in which armed conflicts 
occur regularly. CO2 levels rise to 700 parts per million (ppm), 
while scientists have calculated that 900-1 000 ppm will lead to 

Peter2018 

Name:    Peter2018 
City:     Maasland  
Political preference:  Progressive right-wing
Nationality:   Dutch
Group:    Southern Belsh
Class:    Upper-low
Favorite VR games:  Battle Backup, Tron, Cybercity, Blocks, Smash ’m 
Looking for:   Nice lady to enjoy valuable moments with

Dating site profile

‘ The population in the 
cities is ‘kept busy’ with 
VR games, gossip and 
superficial news, drugs and 
social media. ’

I’m a socially 
active guy 
with over 5 000 
connections on 
my VR avatar.



uncontrollable greenhouse effects. Climate problems worsen, crops 
fail… the world is on fire. 

Technological development places an emphasis on weapons and 
surveillance technology. There is an ongoing AI arms race between 
governments, corporations, organized crime syndicates and 
terrorist groups. Medical technology is available only to the wealthy. 
Because the return on investment in technology remains higher 
than that on labor, income differentials between the unemployed 
and the employed widen, as does the income gap between the 
employed and those who own capital. 

Pockets of wealth
In this world of greed and conflict, the scope has become narrow. 
There is no room to adapt strategically to major transitions, or to 
accommodate crucial technological developments. Governments 
have lost their grip on exponential technological developments 

and fall short in responding to increasing climate problems. 
International trade has collapsed completely. AI and robotization 
have eradicated the low-wage advantage of Africa and Asia, leading 
to poverty and political instability on those continents. Now 
that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) can no longer provide 
permanent prosperity growth because of the disintegrating world 
trade, China is falling apart. 

There are still small, wealthy city-states scattered around the world. 
These pockets of wealth – countries like New Zealand, Iceland, 
Scotland and Madagascar – have managed to maintain their social 
cohesion and can still offer basic services. They are more powerful 
than the national governments under which they still formally fall. 
The elite have withdrawn to these countries, where climate problems 
are less of a concern, and which have the most advanced information 
technology. From this world, space travel is undertaken as a means to 
escape the planet if the climate really gets out of control.

Follow up: Dating site profile

‘  CO2 levels rise to 700 parts 
per million (ppm), while 
scientists have calculated 
that 900-1 000 ppm will 
lead to uncontrollable 
greenhouse effects. ’

Hi there,

I’m Peter, 22 years young, and I live and work 
in Maasland. Let me take this opportunity to 
tell you something about myself. I’m a socially 
active guy with over 5 000 connections on my 
VR avatar. On my nights off I like to game or 
do a bit of gambling, but I’m also interested 
in what’s happening in the outside world. For 
instance, I have a huge fascination with killer 
drones. 

When it comes to my career, I’m proud to say 
I’ve been quite successful. I lead a team of 
social media moderators at GlobalSocials six 
days per week, and I also work as a personal 
trainer for a very interesting Intelligent 
Assistants development lab four nights a 
week in their private gym (it’s really state-of-
the-art!). And while I personally could never 
work for an IA company, I genuinely love 
training their personnel.  

Although I believe my life is fulfilling, I do 
miss that one nice, like-minded girl who can 
share my life journey with me. One of the 
things I’d love to do with that special person 
is play Fields of Love together. If you’re sporty, 
that’s definitely a plus; let’s ride a smart bike 
together! I am the proud owner of a 120-inch 

plasma screen and two VR specs with B3 
rating. Who’s up for the challenge?

I am looking for a friendly young lady with a 
sense of humor, a lust for life and a political 
right-progressive orientation – preferably no 
center-left or hybrid political preferences. I’m 
proud of my safe hometown Maasland, and I’m 
not a fan of discussions about militarization or 
the wage gap. (In fact, I find them somewhat 
exhausting.) Hopefully, you feel the same way. 
Also, I’d prefer it if anti-capitalists refrain from 
responding to my ad, and the same holds for 
women planning to go off-grid – I’m sorry, but 
that kind of life just isn’t for me. I’m intrigued 
by women with a strong character, who earn 
(at least) a medium-low salary. For those who 
don’t meet that requirement: don’t take it 
personally, but I’d love to have one day off 
together per week. 

Are you the girl I’m looking for? Please don’t 
hesitate to reach out and send me a Noti. I’d 
love for our first meeting to be per avatar, 
which ultimately is the #1 way to get to know 
each other best. If we hit it off, I’ll send you 
my code. 

Looking forward to whatever might lie ahead! 
See you (maybe, hopefully)...

Peter2018 

I’m a socially active guy 
with over 5 000 connections 
on my VR avatar.



Reactions to the 3 scenarios 

2040 through the eyes 
of Rabobank’s technology 
specialists



We presented six specialists with the same scenarios. They gave 
their Maverick response here. We gave the specialists plenty of 
room to let their imagination run wild, in the hope of getting the 
broadest possible perspective. The motto was not yet “the crazier, 
the better,” but it came close. At the same time, we also asked them 
to look at whether there were any technological starting points 
now that would enable them to link up with the future, whatever 
that might look like.

Reactions to the 
3 scenarios 

“ The motto was not 
yet ‘the crazier,  
the better’, but it did 
come close“



Data trusts in 2022 
versus copy left in 2040 

I have to create a profile in which I must state my date of birth and 
then process six pages of heavy legal fees. These require acceptance 
before I receive an email notification that I am – finally! – logged in. 
Once I’m in, all I see is a number of definitions and classifications that 
don’t even match our data models. To overcome this, I have to pay a 
hefty fee. Surely everyone should be rewarded for work that they do? 
But this appears to be something of a lowbrow marketplace. 

After some research, I came across some interesting collaborations 
that have tried to transform this data problem. So-called Data Trusts 
aim to unambiguously describe data and make it available in a 
privacy-friendly manner for both social and commercial activities. For 
example, an unambiguous definition of climate data could accelerate 
climate research tremendously. There are already techniques that use 
data without having to retrieve it. Multiparty computation, federated 
learning and confidential computing are examples of methods that 
don’t share data – rather, they are used in a calculation requested 
by several parties. It is complex and there are still plenty of privacy 
issues to be tackled, but it exists. This insight gives me new energy. 
Could we, in the future, work together in a more reliable, trusted 
manner and in doing so, address some of the world’s most pressing 
challenges?

Fast forward to 2040: what a different world we’re waking up to 
now. On any given weekday morning, I get to use my brain power to 
develop the best synthetic steak stroganoff – although I must say, 

I’m bored more often than I’m not. Our joint Intelligence Assistant 
(IA) optimizes the recipe and needs me only to taste it. It’s time to 
leave my open-source food group and find another community that’s 
mutually inspiring. I ask my IA: where can I make a difference?   

According to the notion of combinatorial optimization, cooking a 
perfectly prepared steak turns out to have a lot in common with 
determining the correct landing speed on planets with extremely 
low gravity. If that’s the case, I want to be a part of it! Together with 
my IA, I tap into the World Knowledge Base. Privacy poses no issue: 
my IA is fully capable of shielding data and computing power that I 
don’t want to share, unless it’s for the purpose of achieving common 
societal goals (sharing certain data is necessary for this). It helps that 
all IAs speak the same language. They assess data on a joint basis, 
preventing confusion. With full confidence in my IA, I share whatever 
is needed to ensure our continuity as humans. That way I get to 
experience the sense of purpose that I long for, which fills me with 
joy. And yet, the boredom persists. 

Why is it such a hassle today to gain insight into the 
risks of climate change on our company’s portfolios? 
After accepting the cookie notifications, I log in to a 
data platform. 

Rob Guikers
Technical Innovation Manager 

A response to 
scenario 1



The Blue Economy

In 2022, we have seen the first alternative food initiatives emerge 
in Western Europe. These entail pioneers in the seaweed industry, 
such as the Danish Havhøst, partnering with like-minded parties. 
Foundations such as North Sea Farmers are experimenting with 
the sustainable production of seaweed for food application on 
offshore wind farms. We see drivers of a new plant-based cuisine – 
for example, the Dutch Weedburger – as well as other overarching 
European grants that are helping promote The Blue Economy.

In the scenario of a future filled with abundance, myriad food choices 
automatically create a big demand on our resources. Looking ahead 
to 2040, we see that new raw-material resources have been built 
along the European Atlantic coast, the North Sea coast and the 
Scandinavian west coast. We are seeing an addition to the economy 
on land, with a regenerative economy at sea: the Blue Economy. 

As the sea level rises, coastal tracts become inundated and the total 
land area shrinks. We all want to enjoy the beauty of nature as much 
as possible, and to give farmers the space they need to continue their 
businesses in a sustainable way. That simply requires more land.

The Age of Regenerative Ocean Farms is upon us. Former fishermen 
and entrepreneurs from the industry have introduced integrated 
seaweed farms. These farms produce sustainable nutrients, along 

with pharmaceuticals, bioplastics, biofuels and components for 
products that were once oil-based. Oil as a resource is a thing of 
the past. Fatty acids, proteins, amino acids, vitamins, minerals and 
fibers are extracted from the seaweed and, using bioreactors and 
bioprinters, are transformed into any desired dish, from steak and 
omelets to cauliflower and frankfurters. All these generated foods are 
bio-based and essentially healthy.

Regenerative Ocean Farms come in different shapes and sizes. 
Industrial raw materials originate from Large Scale Industrialized 
Farms, which provide substantial climate-positive harvests on 
wind farms far from the coast. Without using fresh water, fertilizers, 
pesticides or added energy, biomass grows here. Biomass is used in 
two ways. Some is converted in bioreactors into building blocks for 
industry and for the food industry. The other portion generates a 
sustainable carbon bond that binds CO2 from the air, which, in turn, 
ensures that the seaweed sinks and is stored in the seabed for good. 

Food connoisseurs are fans of Small Scale Artisanal Farms. These 
farms produce climate-neutral, organic, artisanal products from the 
sea. In this way, underwater life near the coast is restored and native 
fish species are returning. Thanks to a decrease in the strength of the 
current, the coast erodes less quickly and the water is crystal-clear. 
These small seaweed farms also provide educational information 

Emiel Hoffer 
 Innovation Manager

A response to 
scenario 1

In the early 2020s, smart entrepreneurs identified an opportunity 
to produce sustainable resources at sea. They also succeeded in 
restoring marine life, biodiversity and coastal defenses. And in the 
interim, they also bound carbon into the products they created. 

for children and students, participate in research and facilitate the 
development of entirely new food products based on fresh, plant-
based products from the sea. Hence: a wonderful addition to the 
land-based diet we’ve been on for the past centuries. 

https://www.havhøst.dk/in-english/
https://www.northseafarmers.org
https://ec.europa.eu/oceans-and-fisheries/ocean/blue-economy_en
https://www.havh�st.dk/in-english/
https://www.northseafarmers.org
https://dutchweedburger.com


Multi-skill AI now and 
in 2040

They are increasingly able to parse text and recognize the 
questioner’s sentiment. Although we are already talking to our Google 
Assistant and Alexa, these days, they do so much more than switch 
lights on and off. Further integrations with external parties, including 
our own Rabobank, are possible. The GPT-3 (Generative Pretrained 
Transformer 3) language prediction model, which is capable of 
producing human-like text and is considered the most powerful of 
its kind, provides ample opportunities to extract hidden information 
from text. There are also major developments in the field of vision. AI is 
increasingly better able to recognize objects and show emotions. The 
first tests have taken place with our Furhat robot, which attempts to 
exhibit emotion in training conversations. It is becoming commonplace 
to see avatars displaying emotion each day. The next step is multi-
skill AI. By infusing emotion, empathy and facial expressions into 
conversations with chatbots, this technology limits misinterpretation of 
a WhatsApp message, for example, and the recipient does not have to 
wonder whether it was a joke or a serious message.

In 2040, nearly all work will be done by robots – but not by the 
humanoid robots that we envisage right now. In the future, there will 
be a bot for every task: from nano-bots in the body to mega-bots for 
space mining. There are also virtual bots that take no physical form. 
Their main task is to control and monitor the system of bots. In order 
to keep the enormous growth in automation manageable, human-
like properties and decision-making powers are assigned to these 

bots. The omniscient bots communicate with each other constantly. 
People engage with bots on matters such as control and the power 
of the automated society. Lastly, bots also provide specialized advice. 
It’s helpful to be advised by a bot that is familiar with your context. It 
knows exactly where you are, what you are doing and how you feel at 
any particular time.

Rob Guikers
Technical Innovation Manager 

A response 
to scenario 2

Today, chatbots are mainstream. Every company has a  
chat window – some more intelligent than others. 
Chatbots relieve call centers and, in the case of more 
complex questions, they direct customers to an expert. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2020/10/05/what-is-gpt-3-and-why-is-it-revolutionizing-artificial-intelligence/?sh=3dd6e394481a


Bread and circuses 
in the Metaverse

A gridded treadmill is our launchpad into a host of digital worlds. 
As a result of the coronavirus restrictions, most of our work takes 
place remotely; we rarely leave our homes. Young people meet their 
friends online. They relax, and play games together. Alternatively, 
they use their collective talents in decentralized autonomous 
organizations (DAOs). As usual, VR games employ wallets with coins, 
clothes, earned items and special powers. Buying and selling of 
digital art and objects in games is on the increase. The emerging 
popularity of cryptos and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) amplifies the 
trend of digital economies. Facebook, having recently changed its 
name to Meta, announces the Metaverse as being the future of VR. 
Microsoft offers free online meeting rooms, with customisable 3D 
spaces, integration of cameras and keyboards, avatars and flying 
through the space as additional extras. A company like Spatial shifts 
its focus to the creative market and art galleries, where you can rent 
specialized digital environments. They switch from VR headsets to 
desktop, allowing people to spend more time in the digital world, 
without getting dizzy. The virtual world has seen its first mortgage. 
Shipbuilders and architects submit their designs in VR, and with every 
pair of branded shoes you buy, you receive a digital version, too. 

In 2040, VR is an infinite omniverse in which almost your entire life 
– work, school, leisure and vacations – takes place. Metaverse has 
translated everything you have in the physical world and added extra 
layers to it. You now have a digital copy of your home, family and 
possessions. Digital objects, interactions and social environments 

are richer, have more meaning and are a better reflection of your 
different personalities. While the real world is run by machines, you 
control the Metaverse. Many digital worlds require status – plus 
a fee – for entry. You’ll see friends in the free worlds, and in the 
worlds you’ve created together. Cooperation will earn you points. 
In addition, you can earn coins by creating products and providing 
services such as game design, and building virtual journeys and 
worlds. Although you own your piece of the Metaverse, you can 
also rent other portions of the virtual world. Feedback through 
heat, pressure, sound and vibration is provided by your glasses, 
headphones, haptic gloves, interactive suit and treadmill. When 
you venture outdoors, you don’t have to remove your VR gear: on 
the humdrum streets in the physical realm, there’s plenty of VR 
activity going on. The Metaverse is all-consuming – out on the street, 
people, biosynthetic forms and autonomous machines view their 
surroundings through the lens of VR, which overlays virtual imagery 
on the real world. Even in your own street, you can still be in the 
Metaverse. 

Bram van Hasselt 
Technology Innovation Manager 

A response to 
scenario 2

For some time now, VR games have become our go-
to for virtual escape. VR glasses are ever cheaper, and 
there’s a vast range of VR hardware and software at 
our disposal. 

http://Spatial


Living in a DAO 

In a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), decision-
making rests with a protocol that’s based on blockchain and smart 
contracts, eliminating the need for a centrally managed body. For 
some, DAOs signify the end of organizational complexity, as it is 
virtually an intrinsic democratic movement with equal rights and 
opportunities. For others, they represent an inscrutable protocol in 
which participants are at the service of the makers. The latter claim 
that in this technology, code overthrows human interaction, taking 
social cohesion with it. 

The first DAO, initiated in 2016, served as an automated investment 
fund without human error and manipulation. The open-source-code 
based project was infiltrated by hackers, who looted 3.6 million 
Ether. Who – besides the hackers – was liable for this fiasco? With the 
exception of the American state of Wyoming, a DAO is not a legal 
entity. Because people participate in this technology on a peer-
to-peer basis, mutual trust should be engendered by the protocol. 
After all, it is open source and therefore verifiable – code cannot lie. 
However, it turned out to be a bit more complicated. The whodunnit 
question has still not been answered. 

In 2040, we’ll see many DAOs (such as investment funds), and they’ll 
be monitoring the workings of the Metaverse. A DAO has even 
been launched with the sole purpose of buying a rare copy of the 
US Constitution. Various DAOs try to create an economy based on a 
protocol with an elastic amount of money. In doing so, the makers 
aim to prevent human actions leading to decisions that do not serve 
the public interest. In the future, it could very well be that DAOs are 

no longer founded by humans, but by AI. Is the annual homeowners 
meeting coming up? No worries, AI has already set up a DAO 
providing the distribution key for voting rights. Much as how Netflix 
currently offers you suggestions for a new series to watch, DAOs will 
manipulate your input (based on your previous preferences) to create 
algorithms. “In the past you indicated you prefer schools to supply 
healthy meals. Therefore you must agree that people suffering from 
obesity should pay higher healthcare fees?” This type of reasoning 
will be normal. Essentially, everything will be up to the DAO.

Han Verheijen 
Blockchain & Cryptocurrency 

Specialist

A response to 
scenario 3

In Scenario 3, freedom and participation in elections do 
not exist in a large part of the world. Power is centrally 
organized, and enforced by pressure or violence. 



Supercomputing for me, 
myself and I

By the same token, the app from my favorite supermarket notifies 
me that I should add oranges to my next online grocery order. 
If it’s not my phone, it’s my smartwatch reminding me I should 
go for a walk, or relax. Similarly, other devices around me are 
becoming increasingly smarter. The washing machine switches 
to eco mode by itself; my electric car chooses the most efficient 
route to a destination; and my vacuum cleaner decides when it’s 
time for some cleaning. Such choices don’t only affect my personal 
environment – they influence the public environment, too. Take, for 
instance, the Dutch railway organization Nederlandse Spoorwegen 
(NS), which notifies travelers when to expect a very crowded train, 
or speed and license plates being scanned on the highway, and 
then there are cameras in shopping streets that monitor, well… 
everything.  
 
In the dystopian world of 2040, surveillance is everywhere. 
The systems that monitor people are no longer just ‘smart’, but 
incredibly intelligent. They can enable surveillance, robots and 
devices to collect information and perform actions. It’s an ongoing 
battle for citizens who strive to remain as anonymous as possible. 
Those same citizens also need to create the level of freedom that’s 
necessary to earn an income, organize food to eat, and support 
their families.
 
Luckily, I have access to tools that ensure my survival in this data-

driven world. In the past few years, every chip has gained the ability 
to receive and process digital and analog data. Every material can 
be made intelligent. My smartwatch sees everything I see, and 
much more. It helps me understand and interpret the world around 
me, and respond to it appropriately. It shows me the quickest way 
to get from A to B, and how to recognize safe places, but also how 
to detect danger. Moreover, it sends signals to those around me, 
ensuring bypassers see me the way I want to be seen. That’s how 
I’m able to walk around a shopping street as a credit-worthy, debt-
free person who can capitalize on all manner of promotions being 
thrown at me. 

Smart materials are quite the invention, too. They help make sure 
my children enjoy the best nutrition – their smart underwear gives 
me insight into their state of health, suggests the supplements they 
need, and even shares with me how they are feeling.   

Developments like these are predominantly made possible 
by various forms of computing, such as DNA computing and 
neuromorphic computing, sometimes coupled with quantum 
computing. Current processors register incoming signals in 
sequential steps in order to draw a conclusion. When that’s done, a 
new set of signals awaits. In neuromorphic computing, individual 
signals remain intact, varying only in value. That value will not be 

Bram van Hasselt  
Technology Innovation Manager 

A response to 
scenario 3

We’re all pretty used to having our smartphones – and, to a lesser 
extent, MS Office on the desktop – proactively helping us plan our day. 
My phone continuously sends me messages that if I don’t want to miss 
my train, I should leave now. 

communicated until a threshold is reached, as it may impact other 
signals operating in the same way. In doing so, we introduced time 
into the computing systems. In addition, rather than converting 
signals from analog to digital, neuromorphic computing processes 
signals in parallel, and independently, in hybrid interfaces. This 
way, it better resembles the way the neurons in our brains work. 
Moreover, this enables us to work with AI systems that aren’t 
trained, but deal with opposing, unclear and uncertain signals from 
the natural world. 

Computer scientists and researchers at Intel are currently working 
on an experimental, brain-inspired chip called Loihi. Now in its 
second generation, Loihi-2 contains 120 neural cores, six physical 
processors, a million simulated neurons, and 128 million synapses. 
Meanwhile, Intel has already developed ‘Pohoiki Springs’, a host 
system that can monitor up to 768 Loihi-2 chips.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/research/neuromorphic-computing.html


This document could only come into existence thanks to the 
cooperation of many people. In addition to those already mentioned 
in the report, thanks to the entire Tech Lab team, the inspiration is 
flowing! Thanks to the enthusiasts from different sides of the bank 
who opened up for this ‘scenario thinking’ experiment. Thanks to 
Andrea Lentink, not only for writing and editing but also for reducing 
excess input to a readable story. Vanessa Jordan thanks for the fun 
fictional future stories. Peter van der Wel and Jan Nekkers for the 
extremely pleasant and inspiring collaboration both before and 
during the workshop, thank you very much, it was great to be able to 
go on a voyage of discovery with you. Inge Abraham many thanks for 
the beautiful translation into English but also the days of fine-tuning 
and asking questions! Esmeralda van Dijk for helping us to tie the 
strings together and Sander Pronk for the boost it always gives when 
a designer has taken the pieces of text in hand! It looks beautiful 
again. Finally, thanks to Bram and Rob, we didn’t know exactly what 
we were getting into when we thought of combining future scenarios 
in our technology trend report. This result is another step for us 
towards more and meaningful discussions with colleagues about the 
future and what technology questions we can work with.

Colofon
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